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NEW
from the

NASA HISTORY DIVISION
Now available in digital and print formats,
Origins of 21st-Century Space Travel:
A History of NASA’s Decadal Planning
Team and the Vision for Space Exploration,
1999–2004 by Glen R. Asner and Stephen
J. Garber gives a detailed historical account
of the plans, debates, and decisions that
opened the way for a new generation of
spaceflight at the start of the 21st century.

ORDERING INFORMATION

http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/hqlibrary/ic/ic2.htm

DOWNLOAD THE FREE E-BOOK

http://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/

NAVAL HISTORY AND HERITAGE COMMAND
Available in June 2020!
This review of U.S. Navy aircraft carrier
requirements during four presidential
administrations provides a manageable way to look
at recent Navy policy. The concise study provides
trenchant insights into how shifts in national policy
affected the Navy. In effect, the number of aircraft
carriers during a given period is the primary
determinant of the service’s overall size and
underpins U.S. naval strategy in a shifting spectrum
of missions and in potential and real conflicts.
Free PDF will be available at: www.history.navy.mil

WWW.HISTORY.NAVY.MIL

Uc23829 Federal History ½ page jal 1/20
Now in Paperback

CLASHING OVER COMMERCE
A History of US Trade Policy
DOUGLAS A. IRWIN
“At a time when concerns about trade
wars unsettle financial markets and
engage media pundits, those seeking a
deeper understanding may choose to
consult Irwin’s hefty volume.”—EH.net
Markets and Governments in Economic History

Paper $27.50
The University of Chicago Press
www.press.uchicago.edu

NSA’s Center for Cryptologic History
The Center’s 2019 book Ann’s War: One
Woman’s Journey to the Codebreaking
Victory over Japan oﬀers a perceptive
overview of Ann Caracristi, the National
Security Agency’s rst woman deputy
director. Caracristi was among the thousands
of “code girls” who contributed to America’s
World War II eﬀorts to break German and
Japanese codes.
This book by Dr. David Sherman recounts
Caracristi’s formative years and her work
at Arlington Hall Station, with emphasis on
her team’s work to break Japan’s Water
Transport Code. 2019; 54 pp.
Read Ann’s War online at www.nsa.gov (under About Us, click Cryptologic Heritage >
Historical Figures and Publications > Publications > Personalities) or email
history@nsa.gov for a free copy.

Online Resources from SHFG
History at the Federal
Government
An online educational portal to
over 260 agency history pages
and 65 history resource pages.
Online: http://www.shfg.org/
history-at-fedgov
Timeline of U.S.
Federal History
An annotated timeline that highlights select milestones
important in the evolution of the U.S. federal government.
Online: https://networks.h-net.org/node/5301/pages/1030420/
timeline-federal-history

